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Public Member
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Public Member
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Chairman, California Coastal Commission
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Director of Finance
Gordon K Van Vleck
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This year's annual report is transitional, covering the period
from January 1989 through June 1990. We have shifted to a
fiscal year reporting schedule to make our information more
useful. More significantly, this report marks the beginning of
the 1990s, which have been heralded as the Environmental
Decade. Our accomplishments during the past 18 months
indicate directions for future Coastal Conservancy action. These
achievements include major starts on regional watershed
restorations on the north and central coasts; resolution of
longstanding land use disputes through acquisitions of key
wetland and open space areas in Mendocino County at Point
Cabrillo and on San Pablo Bay at Cullinan Ranch; progress on
building the regional San Francisco Bay Trail; completion of a
model management plan for wetland protection, improved
cattle grazing practices, and public use at the scenic Rush Ranch
in Solano County (the result of a collaborative multi -interest
effort); and continued work on urban river valley recreation and
enhancement plans at several southern California locations. We
look forward to extending such activities into new areas, and
involving more of the citizenry in the coming years; as funding
allows.
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ore and more often, we face issues in which
diverse environmental goals conflict. As
population grows and development pressures intensifY, for
example, the protection of coastal farmland must be reconciled with wetland restoration, natural habitat preservation
with public access, urban development with public use of
the shoreline. The Conservancy's experience in resolving
such conflicts is increasingly valuable.

II

Peter Grenell

A At Rush Ranch In Sonoma
County, conflicts between
cattle grazing and wetland
protection wore resolved.

<1111 Tho values of diverse
cultures figured In prolocta.

Courtesy Trust For Public Land
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oastal resource conservation demands
attention to watersheds, river valleys, andland scape linkages. Wetland restoration is an exercise in futility
if it is continually undermined by upstream impacts of
development, farming, timber harvesting, and public
works. In San Diego, Sonoma, and Marin counties, and
elsewhere, the Conservancy is showing how government,
local resource conservation districts, nonprofit organizations, ranchers, and other private property owners can
work together toward protecting entire watersheds for
everyone's benefit.

T lhe entire Mol'l'o Bay
watershed Is being
considered.

lobal warming
and the possibility of accelerated sea level
rise have received much
recent attention. Regardless
of the likelihood and
severity of expected impacts, several related
problems need immediate
attention. For example,
valuable habitats arc
threatened now because
many diked coastal wetlands have subsided over
the years. Conservancy
acquisition and enhancement projects such as those
along San Pablo Bay north
of San Francisco directly
address this problem and,
by doing so, will provide
some protection against
possible sea level rise.

E
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dlife habitat vanishes as urban growth
preads and the cumulative impact of smallscale development fragments the landscape. Preserves can
become islands too small to ensure the survival of species
they are meant to protect. Regional ecosystem approaches
are gaining currency, as is the concept of wildlife corridors.
The Coastal Conservancy seeks to address restoration and
enhancement issues within the context of shrinking habitats.

a

UzaRiddle

.6. Benicia.

David Cross, Trust For Public Land
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Jd growth forest preservation and management
have surfaced as major concerns. Sustained
development is being given close scrutiny as the solution to
conflicts between preservation and timber harvesting. The
Conservancy has extended its conflict resolution approach to
forest resource issues, for this approach has proved useful in
settling conflicts that involve a variety of resources.

..... In lho Slnkyo-, multiple
lntere... h•ll to be reconciled.

W

'Y Kelp fored •• Monterey.

ith the creation
f the state's
Ocean Resources Management Task Force pursuant
to Assembly Bill 2000, the
Conservancy is involved
more extensively with
marine resources. While
past efforts have focused
onshore and within nearshore areas, future projects
may involve the agency
more broadly with resource
conservation inside the
United States' 200-mile
Exclusive Economic Zone.

Liza Riddle
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ommunity· based
private nonprofit
organizations dedicated to
preserving natural resources
have grown in number and
vitality. Many of them are
land trusts. As an innovator
in creating public/private
partnerships that work, the
Conservancy has helped to
build a model for public
agency collaborations with
such land trusts.
In the past l l years, the
agency has funded $25

million worth of nonprofit
projects, of statewide and
regional importance,
enabling 65 different
organizations to restore the
wetlands, buy the dunes,
build the stairways, and
accomplish the other
projects wanted in their
communities.
No other statewide
agency provides direct
funding for nonprofit
coastal projects. Experience
has shown, however, that

s people of color constitute an ever greater
proportion of the state's population, the Conservancy has worked to expand participation in coastal protection projects. Conservancy projects increase the availability
of coastal resources for all segments of the population, now
and in the future. The Urban Waterfront Program in
Richmond and bilingual environmental programs in the
Tijuana National Estuarine Reserve are examples of recent
new directions.

... Tho North Richmond
Shoreline Planning Group Is
considering how to maintain
lobs and housing while
Improving the city's
waterfront.

A
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Dan Robbin
SCC
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projects with local initiative
often move more quickly
and are less expensive than
projects in which government is the lead agency.
Nonprofit organizations also
bring with them the years of
commitment that are
essential for managing
coastal projects over time.
For these reasons, the
Conservancy continues to
help new nonprofits get
started and existing ones
accomplish their projects.

U

rban waterfront
facilities have
grown in importance, but
funding for them lags far
behind need . National studies have shown that Americans are traveling closer to
home for shorter vacations.
This, in addition to population and development pres-

sures, puts an increasing
burden on public access
facilities in coastal communities. Many of these communities are small and can ill
afford to bear the costs with out adequate support from
the state . Privately funded
public improvements alone
cannot fill the gap. At the

same time, coastal -dependent activities, such as commercial fishing- the very
activities that attract visitors
to waterfronts- are being
displaced by commercial and
residential development.
Conservancy projects
have encouraged the development of public access and
visitor-serving facilities while
also preserving traditional
uses and the cultural and
historical values of coastal
communities.
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Harford Pier, on San Lui•
Olla.po Bay, I• the only acco..
to facllltle• llotween Morro
Bay and Santo Barllara.

to
demonstrate its ability to
stretch limited public
resources by accomplishing
a variety of projects,
spending only moderately
and using its funds to
leverage other funding
sources.
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ublic access to the coast and to San Francisco Bay
is one of the Conservancy's highest priorities. The
Conservancy:
• Provides funds to local jurisdictions for stairways, trails,
and other facilities that serve state and regional needs.
• Opens undeveloped public lands by building trails,
stairways, and related facilities.
•Works with nonprofit groups to ensure operation and
maintenance of accessways and easements.
•Funds the creation of low-cost coastal accommodations, including hostels.
• Provides signs to interpret natural features and indicate
accessways.
• Develops barrier-free accessways for people with
limited mobility.

Public Access

East Fort Baker.
Richard Retecki
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This year the Conservancy
focused on comprehensive
trail prolecls around San
Francisco Bay and on six
popular lleaches In Los
Angeles County. New pull·

lie access was also pro•

BLACK

RANCH

ACQUISITION

vlded In other coastal

This dramatic piece of the
Sonoma County coast was
recently bought by the Conservancy for $655,000, opening to
the public two miles of shore line between Fort Ross and
Russian Gulch. After buying
the 273-acre Black Ranch, the
Conservancy provided
$233,000 to the nonprofit
Coastwalk to construct an
innovative loop path,.,.·ay de-

signed for wheelchair riders.
People of restricted mobility
seldom have the opportunity to
take a mile-long trail on coun tryside bluff tops, far from
urban crowds. A second, more
rugged dirt trail will take hikers
from Black Ranch along the
bluffs overlooking the beaches,
down to Russian Gulch State
Beach.

regions.

ANO

NUEVO

WHEELCHAIR

Each year, more than
150,000 people visit the Afio
Nuevo State Reserve in San
Mateo County for a unique
view of elephant seals on their
breeding grounds. Until re cently, however, wheelchair
riders and others of limited
mobility have not been able to
Frank 5. Balthis ~ 1986
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share this experience. With
$10,000 from the Conservancy,
the nonprofit State Parks Foun dation was able to refit a van to
shuttle wheelchair riders and
others to a boardwalk O\'erlooking the once endangered elephant seals.
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Although a million or so
people visit Alcatraz every year,
no safe trail around the island
exists. The Conservancy has
provided $300,000 to the
Golden Gate National Park
Association to build a threequarter-mile paved walkway,
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with support walls and rest
areas as the first phase of a
perimeter trail. This portion of
the trail should be completed
by the end of summer 1991.

Dewey Schwartzenburg

a
CARQUINEZ

The Conservancy has been
assisting the East Bay Regional
Park District in acquiring
shoreline properties along the
northeastern part of San Francisco Bay for several years with
the intent of connecting them
to form Carquinez Shoreline
Park. In its latest collaborative
project, the Conservancy provided $300,000 to acquire a

SHORELINE

ACQUISITION

4.4-acre parcel that will link the
San Francisco Bay Trail
through the shoreline park to
the California Hiking and
Riding Trail.

POINT

WILSON

In another collaborative
effort with the East Bay Re gional Park District to extend a
trail linking Point Pinole Regional Park to the Martinez
waterfront, the Conservancy
funded the acquisition of a 2 5-

ACQUISITION

acre shoreline parcel. This will
eventually connect the last two
sites to be purchased by the
district along this Bay Trail
segment.

Michael Delacy
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China
Camp

Michael Delacy
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In a cooperative effort with
the California Department of
Parks and Recreation, the
Marin Conservation Corps, and
the Marin Community Foundation, the Conservancy is developing a new 2.8-mile access
trail through China Camp Park,
north of San Rafael. Growing
numbers of hikers have been
taking a hazardous route along
North Pedro Road through the
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park. The new trail wiU provide
a safe and easy alternative and
wiU offer spectacular views,
including a panorama of San
Francisco Bay, Mt. Tamalpais,
the tower tops of the Golden
Gate Bridge, Angel Island, and
Mt. Diablo.

Laurel Marcus

ELKHORN

Elkhorn Slough is one of the
largest coastal wetlands in California and one of two wetlands
in the state included in the
National Estuarine Reserve
Program (the other is Tijuana
National Estuarine Research
Reserve). Despite its significance, there is no shoreline
access to the slough. To change
that, the Conservancy recently
provided $90,000 to the
Elkhorn Slough Foundation for
a shoreline trail and overlook
from Kirby Park, on the north·
west shoreline of the slough.
The trail will also provide the
only barrier-free access to

SCC Annual Report 1 989-90
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Elkhorn Slough, and give the
public its only opportunity to
view the slough close up . Other
funds for the $140,000 project
are from the Elkhorn Slough
Foundation and a grant from
the Howard Hall Family.

L. A.
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U N T Y

B E A C H

Los Angeles County is improving and restoring six popular beaches with $434,000 in
Conservancy funding. The
beaches benefiting from these
funds are Nicholas Canyon and
Redondo State Beach. The
county is funding improvements to Torrance County
Beach, Dockweiler State Beach,
Topanga State Beach, and Will
Mark Wheetley

A C C E 5 5

Rogers State Beach. Together
these beaches serve over 80
million visitors a year and are
the most heavily used beaches
in the state. Los Angeles is
responsible for maintaining
them and is adding new stairs
and ramps at each beach to
increase public access and safety.
The county's contribution to
the project is $793,000.

Redondo State Beach.

L--~------~-----~~----~
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john Maciuika
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The city of Long Beach,
Alamitos Bay Preservation
Group, and the Conservancy
together provided $55,000 to
restore the 54th Place Boardwalk in Long Beach. The
4,000 -foot boardwalk and its
support walls will be repaired
and made accessible to persons oflimited mobility. Park-

BOARDWALK

ing for disabled persons will be
added at two locations. The
Long Beach Conservation Corps
will do the construction.

SCC Annual Report 1 989-90
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he Conservancy's urban waterfront program
seeks to achieve important coastal development
and conservation goals: to expand opportunities and
facilities for public access and recreation in urban
waterfront areas; and to protect, restore, and expand
coastal-dependent activities and facilities, such as
commercial fishing. Conservancy-assisted coastal
projects are intended to provide economic benefits to
coastal communities while serving greater than local
needs.

Urban Waterfronts
Ill

Surfer'• Pelnt at Ventura••
Sea•lde Park.
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LOCAL

MARINE

In 1987 the state legislature
enacted the Local Marine Fisheries Impact Program, authorizing the Environmental Affairs
Agency to address the cumulative impacts on the commercial
fishing industry from the development of oil and gas resources
along the state's coastline.
Through an interagency agreement with the Environmental

Liza Riddle

MANHATTAN

The city of Manhattan
Beach will reconstruct the
Manhattan Beach Pier utilizing
$1,348,000 authorized by the
Conservancy in May 1989. The
estimated total construction
cost is $2.7 million. The Conservancy funds authorized
include $1.1 million in SAFCO
(Special Account for Capital
Outlay) funds appropriated to
the Conservancy, in addition to
$248,000 in Conservancy bond
funds.
An engineering analysis
completed in 1988, prepared
under a previous Conservancy
grant of $50,000, recommended that the deck of the
concrete pier be replaced with
one of cast-in-place concrete
designed to current standards,
that pier piles and other pile

B E A C H

FISHERIES

IMPACT

Affairs Agency, the Conservancy received funding to
implement the Vessel and Gear
Staging and Repair Space Program, one of six clements comprising the entire Impact Program. Its purpose is to obtain
docking, storage, and working
space for the commercial fishing industry to oftset the competition for vessel space and
staging and repair facilities
stemming from offshore oil and
gas development.
In June 1990, the Coastal
Conservancy authorized a total
of $400,000 for the tollowing
vessel and gear staging and
repair space projects. Final
engineering plans for these sites
should be completed this fall,
with construction completed in
first quarter 1991.
•Ventura Port District: The
existing commercial fishing gear
storage yard will be improved
to accommodate a total of 50
storage spaces. The improved

PROGRAM

facility will be managed by a
group of local fishermen .
• Channel Islands Harbor:
Improvements will be made to
a dock and wharf facility for
gear haul-out, storage, and
repair.
•Santa Barbara: Improvements will be constructed on an
undeveloped site near the harbor for about 20 storage spaces.
• Port of Los Angeles: An
underutilized parcel of port
property will be improved to
accommodate about 35 storage
spaces.
Additional projects in Morro
Bay and Port San Luis should
be authorized this calendar
year.

P I E R

elements be repaired, and that
utilities, restrooms and a building at the pier end be replaced.
Each year, hundreds of
thousands of people visit the
pier, including thousands of
schoolchildren from throughout southern California who
visit the pier's roundhouse
marine educational facility
operated by the Oceanographic
Teaching Station Inc., a community nonprofit group.
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Since early 1987, the Conservancy has been providing
technical assistance to the city
ofVentura for restoration of
the Ventura Pier. In November
1988 the Conservancy granted
matching funds to the city tor
an engineering feasibility analysis of the pier. Completed in
late 1989, the study indicated
that the pier can be restored at
an estimated cost of $3.4 million. The city secured funding

P

E

R

commitments from a variety of
state agencies to meet the full
cost of repair, including funds
from the Conservancy.
Construction is expected to
begin in early 1992.

SCC Annual Report 1 989-90
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HARFORD

The Harford Pier and historic warehouse on San Luis
Obispo Bay, near Avila Beach,
will be restored with $682,000
authorized in June 1989. More
than 300,000 visitors a year
come to the pier, which is the
only access to facilities for the
commercial fishing industry
between Morro Bay and Santa
Barbara.
Restoration costs for the pier
terminus and a portion of the
canopy building are estimated

P

E

R

at nearly $3 million. The California Department of Boating
and Waterways has approved a
$1.5 million loan for pierrepair. The Conservancy funds
will be used to reconstruct a
portion of the historic ware house canopy building and
provide access improvements to
allow visitors to get to the
Point San Luis Light Station,
which the Port San Luis Harbor
District proposes to acquire and
restore.
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In March 1989 the Conservancy authorized $30,000 for
an engineering feasibility analysis for the Venice Pier, a popular fishing pier located on the
most frequented beach in Los
Angeles, in the heart of Los
Angeles' main beach recreation
area. Due to structural failure,
the pier has been closed for the
past three years.
In the past year and onehalf, Conservancy staff have
been working closely with staff
of the city of Los Angeles to
evaluate pier restoration. The
Conservancy and the city Department of Recreation and
Parks jointly sponsored a public
workshop on the future of the

SCC Annual Report 1989-90
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pier in late 1988. More than
150 people attended to testify
about their preference for various pier alternatives.
The engineering analysis is
needed to identify options for
pier restoration and provide

construction cost estimates.
Joint funding of the engineering analysis is the best way to
ensure that both local and state
goals are met. Results of the
engineering analysis are ex pected later this year.

STREET

PIER

Construction of the new B
Street Pier in Crescent City was
completed in 1989. The new
structure, which replaces an
aging pier lost to a fire in 19 8 7,
is a result of cooperative efforts
among the Coastal Conservancy, the city, and other fund ing agencies, including the
Wildlife Conservation Board.
The Conservancy worked
closely with local and state
agencies to arrange funding for
the new pier and a connecting
public accessway. A new 12foot-wide waterfront walkway,
which will connect the newly
restored Battery Point Lighthouse to a point just east of the
B Street Pier, is scheduled for
construction in fall 1990. Also
part of the project are a new
wheelchair-accessible beach
staircase and a shoreline observation point on the bluff across
from the lighthouse.

MOSS LANDING WESTSIDE BULKHEAD

Construction of the westside
bulkhead in Moss Landing's
South Harbor has been completed. Reconstruction of the
riprap bulkhead was essential to
support continued operations
of commercial fish processors
and allowed for the construe-

tion of the Monterey Bay
Aquarium Foundation Research
Center in Moss Landing Harbor. Conservancy funding and
technical assistance helped the
Moss Landing Harbor District
secure a $600,000 federal Economic Development Administration grant for bulkhead
construction.
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The Point Arena Pier was
constructed in 1986 with funds
from the Conservancy and
several other state and federal
agencies. The pier has been
heavily used by both the com mercial fishing industry (ranking second in the state for sea
urchin landings in 1989) and
recreational fishing enthusiasts.
Such high use has necessitated
certain improvements to the
pier to increase public safety
and ensure proper maintenance.
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WATERFRONT

Suisun City completed an
urban waterfront restoration
plan in early 1988, and later
that year the Conservancy ap proved $600,250 for plan
implementation. The funds are
to be used to acquire selected
waterfront parcels, build public
pathways, and create a public
plaza at the end of Sacramento
Street. Property acquisition is
now completed, and plaza and
pathway designs should be
finalized this fall. The new civic
center on the eastern waterfront

opened in fall 1989, providing
the city with its first prominent
waterfront landmark. The civic
center will be accessible from
the completed pathway linking
Old Town and the waterfront.

R

These improvements include
handrail extensions, ladder
modifications, a new hoist,
corrosion protection for selected pilings, additional lighting, and skiff racks. In spring
1990, the Conservancy authorized funding to construct these
improvements. Completion is
anticipated by early 1991.

S U R F E R 'S
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Construction of the new
$250,000 shoreline park adjacent to Ventura County Fairgrounds was completed. Incorporating the previously undeveloped Surfer's Point at Seaside Park, the new shoreline
facility has greatly expanded
shoreline access and provided
for rebuilding of Orner Rains
State Bicycle Trail, connecting
Ventura's downtown waterfront
to the Ventura River bikeway.
A plan is now being developed
to protect and restore the fragile dunes adjacent to the mouth
of the Vcntura River.
See photo page 14.
SCC Annual Report 1 989-90
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NOYO

HARBOR

In fall 1988 the Conservancy
granted $50,000 to the Noyo
Port District to prepare a waterfront restoration plan for Noyo
Harbor, Mendocino County.
Consultants hired in 1989
worked closely with Conservancy and Harbor District staff
and with the Citizens Advisory
Committee to develop the plan,
which seeks to preserve and
enhance existing harbor uses,
particularly commercial fishing.
Now complete, the plan addresses the needs for improved
fishing support facilities, public
access, traffic circulation, parking, and visitor-serving commercial uses. Implementation of
selected plan elements is anticipated in 1991.

m

SHELTER

SUMMERLAND

WATERFRONT

Consultant work was completed on preparation of the
Summerland Waterfront Restoration Plan for the unincorporated community of
Summerland, four miles east of
Santa Barbara. The county of
Santa Barbara and the
Summerland Citizens Association requested Conservancy
assistance in 1988 in preparing
an urban waterfront plan for
the small beach community,
which is physically separated
from the shoreline by Highway
101 and Southern Pacific railroad tracks. The proposed plan

contains alternatives for improved shoreline access facilities
developed by Conservancy staff.

Summerland.

SCC Annual Report 1 989-90

COVE

A remote fishing and resort
community on the rugged
Humboldt County coast, Shelter Cove has suffered from
inadequate waste disposal facilities to accommodate commercial and recreational fishing
enthusiasts who needed to
clean their catch offshore. Fish
offal was washing up on the
beach, creating a severe problem with yellowjackets and
rodents and making the area
very unattractive. The Conservancy granted a total of
$58,400 to the Humboldt Bay
Harbor District for partial
funding for a fish grinder facility. Installed in late 1989, the
grinder operated during the
1990 season.

EUREKA

Providing technical assistance to the city of Eureka,
Conservancy staff and consultants developed concept schematics for a public accessway
along the city's northern waterfront. The schematics indicated
the compatibility of public
access facilities with commercial
fishing. A preliminary engineering feasibility study has also
been completed for a commercial fishing support facility in
the area. Property acquisition
and initial improvements are
expected to occur in 1991.

Anna Kondolf

SANTA

CRU.Z

Continuing its decade-long
cooperation with the city of
Santa Cruz, the Conservancy
authorized a $100,000 plan ning grant to assist the city in
preparing restoration plans that
will guide the rebuilding of its
downtown beachfront, seriously
damaged by the October 17,
1989 Lorna Prieta earthquake.
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RESTORATION

The funds will support consultant and staff analyses that will
address traffic, circulation,
parking, and urban design
concerns in rebuilding this
important tourist-serving beach
community.

m

T

Concerned about a projected revenue shortfall resulting from phased debt obligations, Sonoma County Department of Parks and Recreation
requested technical assistance
from the Conservancy to analyze the economic feasibility of
a small restaurant at Spud Point
Marina. Conservancy staff and
consultants prepared a restaurant market study and architectural schematics for the proposed development.

TECHNICAL

Conservancy staff regularly
provide technical assistance in
the design, development, and
funding of waterfront projects.
They have a growing expertise
in evaluating and implementing
waterfront projects. Staff regularly create project pro formas,
financial feasibility and project
funding, and implementation
analyses; in addition, Conservancy-funded consultants produce engineering evaluations,
concept schematic plans, and
construction cost estimates.
The Conservancy urban water-

ASSISTANCE

fronts program has a growing
database of waterfront design
and financial information.
Publications
A growing number of waterfront project publications is
available, including:
• A Pocket Guide to Los Angeles Area Beaches
•A Guide to Public Financ ing for Waterfront Restoration
•A Guide to California)s
Public Piers
•A Survey of Commercial
Fishing Facilities in California.

SCC Annual Report 1 989-90
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he Conservancy's Resource Enhancement Program attempts to promote resource-based land
use planning, halt unnecessary losses of wetlands, and
increase the wildlife, fisheries, and recreational values
of these and other precious coastal resources. The
Conservancy teams up with federal and state agencies,
local jurisdictions, and nonprofit organizations to preserve and, wherever possible, enhance wetlands and
watersheds by providing technical assistance and funds
that can be used to acquire property, dredge accumulated sediments, open new channels to the tides, and
otherwise restore habitat.

Enhancelllent

Rush Ranch.
RonKukulka
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After Solano County Farmlands and Open Space Foundation acquired the 2,070-acre
Rush Ranch with $1.5 million
from the Coastal Conservancy
in 1988, a controversy arose
about the proper place of cattle
and waterfowl on the property.
The ranch extends from Suisun
Peak into Suisun Marsh, includes 1,300 acres of tidal
wetlands, and adjoins Fish and
Game preserves on two sides.
The foundation, which seeks to
preserve agricultural land and
open space, planned to lease
some of the ranchland for
grazing. The California Waterfowl Association and other
parties argued that such use
would destroy wetland values
and diminish wildlife habitat
populations.
To resolve the conflict, the
Coastal Conservancy funded
the preparation of a management plan for the ranch. The
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process included all groups and
agencies concerned about the
ranch's future and resulted in a
unanimous agreement. Cattle
will be restricted to some upland areas and controlled to
maintain sufficient vegetation
for wildlife and waterfowl. A
comprehensive monitoring
program will seek to ensure that
ranch activities are compatible
with the original acquisition
purposes of wildlife habitat,
public access, and range management. This program will be
closely watched by the Waterfowl Association and the California Cattlemen's Association .
Public access and environmental education will be provided.
Tidal marsh, managed wetland,
and upland habitat will be
restored and enhanced for
wildlife and waterfowl. There
will be no public access to
nesting areas during nesting
season.

In June 1990 the Conservancy authorized $444,147 to
the foundation to implement
this plan. The agency's money
will be used to construct all
public access improvements
(including the parking area,
trails, overlooks, visitor station,
directional and interpretive
signs, picnic tables, and fishing
platforms); to improve tidal
circulation and freshwater
tlows; to implement an upland
and riparian pilot planting
program and to monitor ranch
activities and improvements for
five years. The foundation will
fund all rangeland improvements and will pay for the
operation and maintenance of
the ranch from grazing fees
and other revenues.

m

VIsitors will be able to
hike to this spot to overlook
wetlands on Rush Ranch and
the entire I 00,000-acre
Suisun Marsh, and galle at
the distant Sierra Nevada
Mountains.
Neil Havlik
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Monarch butterflies can be

seen In the Nipomo Dunes.

Carol Arnold
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The Conservancy acquired
2,500 acres in the heart of the
Nipomo Dunes, California's
largest and one of its most
spectacular coastal dune regions, bringing the goal of
protecting the major part of the
12,000-acre dunelands a step
closer. The property acquired is
known as the "jewel of the
dunes" among local environmental activists because of its
rare beauty and high biological
value.
The Nipomo Dunes are a
landscape of sand and wetlands
extending 18 miles along the
shoreline, from Mussel Rock in
northern Santa Barbara County
to Pismo Beach in San Luis
Obispo County. The property
acquired was owned for 50
years by Mobil Oil Corp.,
which had recently transferred
it to the Mobil Foundation
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with the intention of selling it.
The Conservancy worked
closely with the foundation,
arriving at a sales agreement
that resulted in the $2.6 million
purchase, $425,000 below
market value. The foundation
also donated $100,000 to a
property management fund.
The Conservancy earlier
funded The Nature
Conservancy's acquisition of
500 acres in the southern
Nipomo Dunes. After The
Nature Conservancy completes
a management plan and the
Coastal Conservancy approves
it, The Nature Conservancy will
manage the former Mobil property as pan of the Nipomo
Dunes Preserve, which now
encompasses about 4,000 acres
but is expected to expand in the
future as other projects are
developed in the dunes.

MATTOLE

R

The Mattole River, which
flows in Humboldt County,
was once among the most
productive salmon and steelhead streams on the north
coast. Logging and other activities damaged the estuary and
the watershed, diminishing the
capacity of the watershed for
supporting anadromous fish. In
the past decade, local nonprofit
organizations have undertaken
work to restore the estuary and
watershed, supported by the
Coastal Conservancy, and also
collaborating with the Department of Fish and Game, Department of Forestry, and the
Bureau of Land Management.
The Bureau owns the 60,000acre King Range Conservation
Area south of the river, including the rugged "Lost Coast"
region, where hikers seek
solitude and wild beauty.
To advance the restoration,
the Coastal Conservancy authorized $434,500 to The Nature
Conservancy to acquire 403
acres north of the river mouth,
including the portion of the
Mattole Estuary that is not
already in public ownership.
The property will be transferred
to the Bureau after that agency
has provided trade properties to
The Nature Conservancy for
sale on the private market.
Proceeds from the sale of the
trade properties will be used to
repay the Coastal Conservancy.
Coastal Conservancy funds
were needed to bring into
public ownership important
river and oceanfront land north
of the river mouth, thereby

V E R

E 5 T U A R Y

allowing greater opportunity
for the protection and enhancement of the estuary, riparian
corridor, Douglas fir forest,
coastal bluff scrub, and coastal
prairie habitats. These conservation efforts will lead to improved steelhead spawning
habitats.
An important component of
this project was an agreement
between all parties, including
Humboldt County and the
Cattlemen's Association, that
resulted in a 300-acre grassland
parcel remaining in private
ownership, ensuring its continued availability for cattle grazing or other agricultural uses.

m

Carol Arnold
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New Management Concepts for Streams ancl Coastal Lagoons

New management concepts
are being put in place for
coastal streams and lagoons in
this region, where typically high
winter flows taper sharply in
spring with the onset of seasonal drought. Under natural
conditions the cool waters
supported a valuable fishery,
including steelhead trout, and
in some streams coho salmon.
Extensive estuarine lagoons
formed in summer at the river
mouths as flows receded and
sand bars formed. These summer estuaries, rich in biota,
were important nurseries for
anadromous fish and central to
the region's coastal resources.
Farming and urban land uses
eliminated wetlands and altered
watercourses. In the largest
river valleys-the San Lorenzo,
Pajaro, and Salinas-flood control works were constructed to
protect the economic investment in the flood plains. These
developments along with everincreasing water appropriations
and sedimentation from the

SCC Annual Report 1989-90

watershed areas are thought to
be responsible for the loss of
the region's coho salmon and
the dramatic decline in steelhead populations.
Flood control works on the
major Monterey Bay area
streams have recently been
shown to be inadequate for the
floods that periodically affect
the region, prompting new
initiatives for more protection.
Meanwhile, with the dramatic
loss in the coastal fishery, regulatory agencies have taken a
keen interest in any proposals
that might affect fish habitat.
Recognizing the special value of
lagoons to the fishery, the
agencies have also contested
the traditional manipulation of
lagoon levels to control summertime flooding that occurs
as sand bars close the river
mouths.
Local interests have called
on the Conservancy to help
reconcile resource and flood
control conflicts by developing
enhancement plans. To bring

such a plan to fruition, hydrological and biological information must be carefully interwoven, and an array of concerned
parties must be consulted.
Enhancement plans for Soquel
Creek Lagoon and the lower
San Lorenzo River are near
completion. Elaborate work
programs have been undertaken
for the Pajaro River and Salinas
River. The formerly rancorous
conflict over management of
the region's rivers and coastal
lagoons appears to be mellowing. Implementation of these
plans offers promise of significant improvement in the fishery
and other natural resources
while an increased level of flood
protection is achieved.
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From a developer's perspective, the 830-acre Leonard
Ranch was the perfect site for a
major residential complex with
marina . It is 12 miles south of
Petaluma, about 30 miles north
of San Francisco, at the intersection of two major roads and
on San Pablo Bay-directly on
the commuter route. But to the
Sonoma Land Trust, which is
working to protect agriculture
and wildlife habitat in the
county, that same acreage is
part of a major wildlife and trail
corridor, as well as a buffer to
urban encroachment on farm land. The ranch borders San
Pablo Bay Wildlife Refuge-a
crucial winter habitat for waterfowl and shorebirds. Its open
water and tidelands provide a
winter home for more than half
the migrating population of
Canvasback ducks, as well as
multitudes ofloons, grebes,
cormorants, terns, and other
water birds. The San FranciscoSan Pablo Bay estuary is known
to be one of three sites in this
hemisphere that is a major
spring staging area for shorebirds traveling the Pacific Fly-
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way. Up to 1.2 million shorebirds have been counted in one
year.
Once part of a vast marshland, Leonard Ranch was diked
and drained at the turn of the
century. Its heavy clay soils are
only marginally viable as farm land and are used for growing
hay. Having subsided about
four feet, the land was kept dry
by means of a complex system
of ditches, requiring pumping
in the winter. Yet if restored
and enhanced as a wetland, this
acreage would acquire dramatically greater habitat value.
It would also serve as a link in
the 400-mile Bay Trail, which
will encircle San Francisco
Bay. Hikers and commuters
along Highway 37 would be
able to enjoy expansive views
of the shore, while wetland
species could repopulate the
restored marsh and tideland.
The Conservancy authorized
$1.9 million to the Sonoma
Land Trust to acquire Leonard
Ranch (subsequently referred
to as Sonoma Baylands ) and
develop a detailed enhancement design . The enhance-

5
ment plan for the site recommended three alternatives for
creating two kinds of wetlands: seasonally flooded
brackish marsh and tidal salt
marsh, with an option for
maintaining hay production on
part of the property. The design provides for the creation
of new habitat for wintering
shorebirds and waterfowl, as
well as for endangered species
found in nearby lands, including the California Clapper rail
and Salt marsh harvest mouse .
In a portion of the project,
dredged materials will be used
to raise land elevation to its
historic level, and the site will
be reopened to tidewater.

ED
Restoration of the Sonoma
layland• will create a rare
manh te Mlpport
endangered •peel••·
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Resource Conservation Districts:
A Partnership with the Conservancy
Since 1982 the Conservancy
has worked closely with California resource conservation
districts, providing more than
$4.3 million to control erosion, restore wildlife habitat,
improve farmland management, and help to preserve
agriculture on the coast.
The first joint projects were
designed to protect Tomales
Bay, in Marin County, from
further damage from sedimentation caused by severe erosion
in the watershed. Upstream
land use practices had caused
vast amounts of soil to be
washed down creeks into the
bay, destroying fish habitat and
rendering waterways impassable. Gravel streambeds necessary for fish spawning were
lost, and streams once traveled
by potato barges and schooners
barely admitted canoes.
To combat upstream erosion, the cooperation of ranchers and other landowners was
essential. The Marin County
Resource Conservation District
was well suited to obtain it, as
most of its officers are local
landowners. With $1 million of
Conservancy funds to back it
up, the Marin County RCD
showed ranchers how erosion
could be checked without
reducing the productive value
of grazing lands. The RCD
also helped obtain funds
needed for the project from a
wide range of sources. A few
years later, north of the county
line, the Conservancy allocated
$1.2 million to the Goldridge
RCD that allowed similar work
to be done in the Salmon
Creek and Estero Americana
watersheds in Sonoma County.
There arc currently 117
SCC Annual Report 1 989-90

RCDs in California, about half
ofthem active, and only about
a dozen going strong. Perhaps
15 operate in the coastal zone
or in nearby areas that would
influence coastal resources, and
in the San Francisco Bay and
Sacramento River Delta areas.
RCDs are voluntary, nonregulatory agencies--outgrowths of the Soil Conservation Districts established with
the U .S. Soil Conservation
Service in the wake of the
1930s Dust
Bowl Disaster.
Now, as the
state's rapidly
growir,g population applies
severe pressures
on farmland and
environmentally
sensitive areas,
the California
Association of
Resource Conservation Districts is working
to revitalize
RCDs throughout the state. The
Conservancy's collaboration
with these locally based agencies has shown them to be
highly effective partners in
resource protection projects.
Projects similar to those in
Marin and Sonoma counties are
now underway in association
with the Coastal San Luis RCD
for the Morro Bay watershed in
San Luis Obispo County, and
the Eel River RCD for the Salt
River in Humboldt County. All
address the need to enhance
wildlife habitat while maintain ing and improving agricultural
productivity. In each instance,
the local base and focus avail-

able through the RCD is considered critical for the project's
success.
In a project with the
Palomar RCD in San Diego
County, the Conservancy has
provided small-scale grants to
farmers for projects to improve
resource conservation and
experiment with new crops and
new technologies that may
prove crucial to keeping agriculture viable in the region.
The two agencies also worked

together to establish the San
Diego International Floral
Trade Center, a wholesale
marketing and distribution
center for floral products. The
aim was to offer better marketing opportunities for flower
growers whose costs have risen
as a result of development
pressures, keeping intact the
local agricultural support industry and thereby encouraging
the growers to refrain from
developing their land for
nonagricultural uses.
The productivity of past
associations between the Conservancy and the RCDs encourages future coalitions.

Sedimentation prolect
completed by Marin RCD.

C

oastal agricultural lands are a unique resource
under threat of conversion to other uses. The
Conservancy's agriculture program is designed to
prevent such conversions by acquiring interest in
agricultural lands; installing agricultural improvements;
and then returning the property to private ownership.
The agency works with local jurisdictions and farmers
to keep agriculture viable on the coast.

Agriculture
ED

c-all Ranch, an the San
Mateo coast.
Courtesy Peninsula Open Space Trust
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EVALUATION

OF

At the direction of the state
legislature, the Conservancy
prepared an analysis of agricultural preservation projects on
the California coast, entitled
"Evaluation of Agricultural
Land Trusts." Projects that the
Conservancy carried out directly were evaluated, and several demonstration projects that
the Conservancy funded
through local nonprofit land
trusts were studied. The report
also identifies land trusts that
are actively engaged in agricultural land protection efforts
throughout the state and pre sents the results of a survey
conducted among land trust
representatives on factors that
affected the formation and
success of these organizations.
Among the conclusions:
•When agricultural lands
appear threatened with conversion to other uses, land trusts
Amy Sibiga

AGRICULTURAL

can provide long-term protection if they have financial support, receptive local agricultural
leaders and landowners, supportive government policies, a
committed and competent
board and staff, and access to
information about long-term
farmland protection techniques.
• Land trusts have thus far
had greater success than state
agencies in negotiating transactions at less than fair market
value because they are more
aware of local market conditions, can establish closer relationships with landowners, and
are not perceived as having the
deep pockets of a government
agency.
• Protecting farmland by
acquiring conservation easements is not only less costly on
a per acre basis than fee simple
acquisition, it also requires less
time and management responsi-

LAND

TRUSTS

bility for the state than direct
acquisition and resale with a
retained easement. Because
easements are far less widely
understood than fee simple
acquisition, however, they will
only be used to their full poten rial when attention is given to
community education and
outreach to receptive landowners and farmers. Among the 13
projects discussed in this report,
seven used nonpossessory easements to provide permanent
protection at a cost that ranged
between 26 and 72 percent of
the unrestricted fair market
value of the agricultural land
involved in the transaction.
The report points out that
the farmlands in California's
coasta.lly influenced va.lleys and
plains are nationa.lly significant.
Because the coastal zone
boundary often cuts across
coastal valleys, however, inland
farms that may be strategically
important for coastal agriculture and for the continued
productivity of local agricultural
economies are now excluded
from Coastal Conservancy
consideration.

David Hayes

David Hayes

David Miller, Coastal Commission
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COWELL

RANCH

To protect agriculture and
wildlife habitat while also opening public access to scenic bluffs
and beaches, the Conservancy
acquired interest in Cowell
Ranch, just south of Half Moon
Bay in San Mateo County, with
$5 .4 million in Proposition 70
bond monies. The 1 ,297 -acre
property, on both sides of
Highway 1, includes not only
productive row crop acreage
but also nearly two miles of
shoreline with three beaches,
riparian habitat, and an historic
town site. The Conservancy is
working with the Peninsula
Open Space Trust (POST), a
local nonprofit organization, to
accomplish this multi-use
project.
POST bought the ranch
with private funds, sold conservation easements covering
1,165 agricultural acres to the
Conservancy, and will sell this
farmland protected by easements to people who are expected to continue farming.
POST retains responsibility for
interim leasing, land management, improvements, and marketing of this property. The
Conservancy also purchased an
easement covering 77 acres of
bluffs and beaches, which is
expected to be sold to the State
Department of Parks and Recreation for new public access.
This project blazes a new trail
in resolving land use conflicts
that involve public access and
agricultural land.

John Wade

m

SAN

JUAN

CAPISTRANO

This Orange County community is known for the swallows that return to its mission
each spring. In recent years,
however, rapid real estate development in the region has
caught up with the town and
now threatens its rural character
and agricultural land base. Of
the 1,200 acres ofland in agricultural use in the city in 1976,
only 200 are farmed today. To
the citizens of San Juan
Capistrano, however, these
acres are an important aspect of
their community's character.
Last April, they committed
themselves to a major effort to
maintain that character. With a
vote of71 percent, they passed
a $21 million bond measure to

MANAGEMENT

acquire land within the city
limits for farming, open space,
and recreation. This voter
decision, backed by a strong
local government commitment, created an opportunity
for the Conservancy to demonstrate techniques for supporting agriculture in highly
urban settings and to protect
some of the last economically
viable vestiges of coastal
farming along the Interstate 5
corridor in southern California,
providing significant regional
benefits .
The Conservancy therefore
authorized up to $10,000 to
the city of San Juan Capistrano
to prepare an agricultural management plan. It will encompass

PLAN

two areas totaling over 140
acres that have been recommended by the city for acquisition as agricultural preserves,
adjoining private land now
being farmed, and l ,000 acres
of other city-owned lands now
used for agriculture. The plan
will analyze agricultural management alternatives and
propose agricultural uses that
would be compatible with
recreation on neighboring
public lands.
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CASCADE

R A N C H

On this beautiful 4,000-acre
ranch on the southern San
Mateo County coast, the Conservancy has been collaborating
since 1984 with nonprofit
organizations and public agencies on an innovative multi-use
project designed to protect
agriculture and wildlife habitat
and, at the same time, provide
new public access and over·
night visitor facilities.
This project took a significant step forward when the
Conservancy authorized disbursement of up to $130,000
for health and safety improvements to farm labor housing

FARM

LAB 0

on the 679 acres offarmland
acquired on the ranch by the
Conservancy. A new domestic
water system and septic sys ·

Cascade Ranch, with new agricultural land In foragraund,
wlldiHe migration corridor and habitat for endangered San
Francisco garter snake In middle ground. Beyond are artichoke
fields and Aiio Nuevo State Park.
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tern will be installed, earthquake -damaged structures will
be repaired, and existing housing will be partly restored to
maintain this farmstead, which
was the first on the San
Mateo coast.
The ranch is now leased to
a farmer and will be sold to a
private buyer in two or three
years. Before this sale, the Con servancy plans to install irrigation impoundments, record
agricultural easements, and
complete restoration measures
necessary to protect an endan·
gered species, the San Francisco
garter snake.

I

n establishing the Coastal Conservancy, the
Legislature recognized that solving problems along
California's coast sometimes requires unconventional
measures. The Conservancy can acquire land, implement
appropriate safeguards for the site's resources, and then
return the property to private ownership. It can move
quickly to acquire and hold other key sites and then
transfer them to an appropriate public entity for public
use. It can also help to consolidate development plans to
facilitate building without negatively affecting scenic
habitat or open space.
The Conservancy often acquires land on a "revolving
fund" basis: projects are designed to recover at least a
substantial amount of the agency's expenditures over time
for reinvestment in other coastal properties. Whenever
appropriate, the Conservancy makes every effort to accommodate sensitively designed and sited developments while
preserving land with special environmental and recreational values.

Acquisition &
Restoration

m

lhe Pelnt Caltrlllo lighthouse,
ltullt In I 908, will fonn the
splendid centerpiece of a now
300-acro pork on the
Mendocino Coast.
Julia Mciver
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In 1988, years of patient
planning and negotiation
reached a turning point when
the Conservancy began a
phased program to acquire the
scenic 300-acre Point Cabrillo
headland in Mendocino
County, with its lighthouse set
against the wind-swept grasslands and shoreline. The headland has freshwater wetlands,
riparian corridors, extensive

m

Julia Mciver

The original Fresnell lens
remains In the Point Cabrlllo
lighthouse tower and may be
put Into service as part of the
park. It Is unique among
Fresnell lenses In lighthouses
on the West Coast because It
was made In England while
all the others were made In
France.
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archeological resources, and
evidence of some of the earliest
European settlers on the north
coast. The only state marine
reserve in over 100 miles of
Mendocino coastline is along
the shore.
In the first phase of the
acquisition plan, 76 acres of
shoreline were acquired by the
Conservancy in 1988 for
$1,887,500. In the second
phase, in 1990, 112 acres were
acquired with $225,000 from
Conservancy funds and a
$2,000,000 legislative appropriation to the Conservancy
from Tobacco Tax funds
(Proposition 99). The third
phase of the plan calls for a
$1,607,000 acquisition of the
remaining 85 acres. This phase
is critical to public access and
park use because it would allow
development of support facilities-parking, restrooms, and
an interpretive center-while
protecting the outstanding
visual quality of the headland.
The plan also provides for
acquisition from the Coast
Guard of the Point Cabrillo
Light Station and surrounding
35 acres. It was built in 1908
and is considered to be the
most complete example of an
old-time lighthouse operation
in northern California.
The Conservancy developed
a set of guidelines for public use
of the site through a planning
process with local community
involvement. The hope is that
the natural habitat and scenic
beauty will be protected, barrier-free access provided, the
light station restored (perhaps
becoming a maritime museum),
and environmental education
programs centered at Point
Cabrillo will be developed.

Robert Campbell, courtesy Army Corps of Engineers
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Drivers whizzing along
Highway 37 on the north shore
of San Francisco Bay pass one
of the largest expanses of undeveloped open space in the Bay
area. Bounded by the Petaluma
River to the west and the Napa
River to the east, this open
corridor is rich in golden
hayfields, marshes crowded
\vith water birds, and salt
ponds-brilliant red when the
brine is concentrated, bright
blue when first filled with bay
water.
The corridor ends to the
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east in the 1,500-acre Cullinan
Ranch. Like most of the Bay
shoreline land, it was a tidal
marsh until diked and pumped
dry. In the past decade it was a
battleground, with resource
agencies and environmentalists 4
fighting against its development ~
and the potential "domino
~
effect" development would
'
have on neighboring lands. In
the mid-1980s, the city of
Vallejo, just across the Napa
River, proposed to annex the
property and approved a development proposal for some

G

The Conservancy's site at
Gonia, In the Big Sur,
supports endangered per·
egrlne falcons, elephant
seals, and rare plants.
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The Coastal Conservancy's
purchase of 24 scenic acres west
of Route 1 at Gorda, in southem Big Sur, will protect resources that are surprisingly
abundant for a site of this size:
two black sand beaches where
northern elephant seals haul out
and pup; two eyries where
endangered peregrine falcons,

their eggshells rendered too
thin by remnant DDT in the
environment, are being studied
by state scientists; archeological
evidence of Native American
use; and rare Big Sur plant
communities.
A small portion of the property has historically been used
by people and will be developed
for public access, with parking
and restrooms, picnic tables,
bicycle shelters, a trail to a knoll
offering outstanding views, and
interpretive information on the
habitats and colorful history of
the area. The fragile coastal
habitat on the rest of the site
will be protected. Total acquisition cost was $250,000. Design
and engineering of public access improvements has begun
with a $55,000 authorization
by the Conservancy; construction of these improvements is
estimated to require $150,000
to $200,000.

Julia Mciver

The 1 ,500-acre Cullinan
Ranch Is one of the largest
expanses of undeveloped
open space on the shores of
San Francisco Bay.

4,500 homes along man-made
lagoons. The resulting uproar
in the community led to a
lengthy court battle and a ruling against the city on the
ground that its approval process
was faulty. The development
project was abandoned.
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service recognized the unique
value of this former bayland
and identified Cullinan Ranch
as a priority acquisition, which
could be added to the adjacent
11,000-acre San Pablo Bay
National Wildlife Refuge. Last

year, Congress appropriated
half the $6,500,000 needed for
the purchase. Both Houses
support an appropriation in the
next fiscal year to complete the
purchase. But the landowner, a
Japan-based development company, would not sign a binding
agreement, and the threat of
development or sale to another
buyer remained.
In June 1990 the Conservancy approved funding that
will enable the Fish and Wildlife
Service, working with the nonprofit Solano County Farm-

lands and Open Space Foundation, to lock up the property
now, while the landowner is
cooperative. The foundation
will use the Conservancy's $3.5
million to acquire a 7/13 undivided interest in the ranch; the
service will use its own funds to
buy the remaining 6/13 interest. When Congress appropriates the remaining funds
needed, the Fish and Wildlife
Service will acquire the interest
held by the foundation, and the
foundation will reimburse the
Conservancy.

Once Fish and Wildlife
Service owns the property, it
intends to undertake the largest
tidal restoration project ever
attempted in San Pablo Bay.
Among the beneficiaries will be
two endangered species- the
Salt marsh harvest mouse and
the California Clapper rail.
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MENDOCINO

COAST

Ten years of Conservancy
involvement with Mendocino
Coast Botanical Gardens culminated in the Conservancy's
approval of $2 million to the
Mendocino Coast Recreation
and Parks District for acquiring
a 35-acre addition to protect
this unique coastal park and

. ....
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preserve for future generations.
In 1989, almost 30,000
paying visitors viewed the botanical collection of native
species and plants from all over
the world. Managed by the

John Maduika

The Mendocino Botanical
Garden• welcomed nearly
30,000 paying vl•lton In
1989 and are Important to
the local tourl•t economy.

GLEASON

The Conservancy acquired
one of the last remaining undeveloped beachfront lots on the
Sonoma Coast. The 2.9-acre
parcel, about six miles north of
Bodega Bay, represents a re source rare on this stretch of
the coast: beach access opportunities for persons oflimited
mobility. Along most of this
county's shoreline, steep bluffs
make barrier-free accessways
impractical. On this parcel,
however, and on the 3-acre
parcel next to it, which the
Conservancy also hopes to
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acquire, a flat sandy beach
slopes gently from Highway 1
into the ocean. Perhaps no where else in Sonoma County
is shoreline access so easy.
The Conservancy is develop ·
ing a barrier-free access plan
and is negotiating the purchase
of the second parcel. Once it,
too, is acquired, both parcels
will be transferred to the Department of Parks and Recre ation, which will develop access
structures and manage the
property as pan of Sonoma
Coast State Beach.

BOTAN

nonprofit Botanical Gardens
Preservation Corp., this public
park/preserve is important to
the regional tourist economy. It
also provides the only developed point of public shoreline
access on this portion of the
county's coast.
Six miles north of the town
of Mendocino, west ofHighway 1, the park includes 17
acres of pine woodlands, riparian creek canyons, broad
coastal terraces, and rocky
ocean bluffs. Interspersed are
several acres offormally planted
gardens and the botanical collections. The gardens exist
within a unique microclimate
created by surrounding pine
forests that shelter them from
the prevailing ocean winds and
winter storms. The resulting
mild conditions make possible
the propagation of a wide variety of plant species, many of
which cannot be grown anywhere else on the West Coast.

C A L

G A R D E N S

Particularly outstanding are the
collections of rhododendrons,
heathers, fuschias, camellias,
and Mediterranean climate
species.
Created in 1960 by Ernest
and Betty Schaefer as a 47-acre
private facility, the gardens were
rescued trom the threat of
commercial development in
1981 when the Conservancy
provided funds to the
Mendocino Coast Recreation
and Parks District for acquisition offee title to 12 of the
most critical acres and for a
public access easement over 5
acres of coastal bluffs. This
purchase protected the major
botanical collections and preserved a public access route to
the shoreline, but it provided
no buffer against development
on adjacent properties.
In 1988, when it became
apparent that private development might damage the gardens, the Conservancy funded a
master plan to evaluate the
gardens' resources, establish
long-term goals, and recommend means for enhancing
natural resources and improving
visitor services. The plan recommended that the park district acquire adjacent private
property that was part of the
original47-acre park to restore
the original dimensions of the
gardens and buffer them from
development. The Conservancy
then approved $2 million for
the purchase. It will continue to
work with the Recreation and
Parks District and the Botanical
Gardens Preservation Corp. to
develop specific policies for
expanded public use and longterm management.

James A. Martin
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By spending one dollar at
the right moment, the Conservancy hopes to seize a great
opportunity for the public and
for wildlife. The agency has
bought for one dollar a oneyear option to buy the two
Marin Islands and 325 acres of
surrounding tidelands in San
Francisco Bay just north of the
San Rafael-Richmond Bridge.
The action came in response to
an intense citizens' campaign
aimed at creating a Marin Island National Wildlife Refuge
in the middle of this major
metropolitan area.
Three-acre West Marin
Island is the most significant
heron and egret rookery in the
San Francisco Bay area. Although the rookery in the
South Bay is larger, its population is decreasing as habitat
deteriorates. Wildlife conservationists expect to increase the
Marin Islands colony by closing
10.3-acre East Marin Island to

5
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N
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5

people during nesting season.
To convert opportunity to
reality, major private support as
well as action by several government agencies are needed. The
State Lands Commission has
appropriated up to $500,000,
and the Marin County Open
Space District has approved a
$600,000 contribution for this
acquisition. Representatives
Barbara Boxer and Don
Edwards have asked for
$600,000 from Congress to the
Fish and Wildlife Service, which
would manage the islands. The
Trust for Public Land is coordinating private fund raising
efforts. The asking price for this
island property is $3.4 million.
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Nonprofits
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Add a non;~oiit organization's energy and local
knowledge to the Coastal
Conservancy's money and
guidance, and you've got an
effective project team. Year
after year, as more nonprofits
develop, the Conservancy
proves this formula true. That's
why one-third of the money
that the Conservancy has spent
on projects over the past 18
months has gone to nonprofit
organizations, including land
trusts.
This $10.4 million has gone
to projects ranging from building barrier-free trails, to buying
sand dune preserves, to enhancing degraded marshes. Some of
the land that nonprofits received Conservancy funds to
buy include 2,500 acres in San
Luis Obispo County's Nipomo
Dunes, 830 acres of diked
wetlands on Sonoma County's

San Francisco Bay shoreline,
and 400 acres near Humboldt
County's Mattole River. The
trails that the Conservancy has
funded through nonprofits
include the shoreline of
Alcatraz Island, the banks of
Elkhorn Slough in Monterey
County, and the bluffs ofBlack
Ranch in Sonoma County. The
wetland and riparian corridor
enhancement projects that
nonprofits have undertaken
with Conservancy funding
include Tuna Canyon in Los
Angeles County's Santa Monica
Mountains, wildlife ponds on
Vandenberg Air Force Base in
Santa Barbara County, and
Bracut Marsh in Humboldt
County.
Because the Conservancy
does so many projects with
nonprofits, it serves our own
interests to help these groups
run as smoothly as possible.
That's why the Nonprofits
Program includes technical
assistance-providing training
workshops, helping to organize
two regional councils of
nonprofits organizations in
California, and publishing
technical bulletins and a guidebook for land trusts called The
Nonprofit Primer (available at
no cost).
With some technical assistance and some funds, many
nonprofits find themselves
doing things they wouldn't
have imagined. A group called
Coastwalk is a good example.
Seven years ago, this band of
Sonoma County volunteers
devised the idea of leading a
group hike down California's
coast to draw awareness to the
need for a continuous public
coastal trail. Over the years,
their walks have attracted hun·
dreds of supporters, and they've

gained significant political
influence in coastal protection
matters . Then last February,
Coastwalk increased the scale of
its operations many times over
by applying for and receiving
$233,000 from the Conservancy to build trails, an access
road, and a parking lot on
property that the Conservancy
had recently bought- Black
Ranch, a coastal bluff above
Jenner. Already, the design that
Coastwalk and the Conservancy
developed for a barrier-free trail
has been nominated for an
award from the governor's
committee on the disabled.
As more and more citizens
take it upon themselves to form
nonprofit organizations to
protect our environment, the
Conservancy's work with these
groups will surely continue to
grow. A new land trust forms
every week in the United
States. A lot of that activity is
here in California, and the
Coastal Conservancy is with
those organizations, at the
forefront of environmental
protection.

Some of the Coastal
Conservancy's recent
nonprofit partners.
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Public Access Program 1989-90
TOTAL
PRO.IICI
YALUI

ICC FUNDING
AUIHORIZID
IN 1989·90

Reconstruct accessway to lighthouse from the mainland

$75,000

$50,000

Manila Dunes Access/Humboldt

Prepare access development plan and property appraisals for 8 parcels

$30,000

$30,000

Black Ranch/Sonoma

Acquire 273 acres & construct trail for 19 miles of coastline access

$888,000

$888,000

Gleason's Beach/Sonoma

Acquire beachfront parcel for addition to Sonoma Coast State Beach

$128,500

$128,500

Bodega Bay Access/Sonoma

Construct 3-mile bikelane and parking improvements

$185,000

$117,000

Tomales Bay Trailhead/Marin

Construct trailhead parking lot and overlook

$29,000

$14,500

China Camp Trail/Marin

Construct 2.8-mile trail, 650 feet of retaining wall, and 7 bridges

$100,000

$100,000

Martinez Staging Area/Contra Costa

Construct staging area to link regional parks and trails

$103,600

$50,000

Point Wilson/Contra Costa

Acquire 28.5-acre parcel to create an additional 1-mile trail segment

$840,000

$420,000

Carquinez Shoreline Acquisition/ C.C.

Acquire 4.4-acre parcel to fill gap in shoreline trail

$351,500

$300,000

Alcatraz Access/San Francisco

Construct 0.75-mile trail, promenade, support walls, and rest areas

$750,000

$300,000

$13,500

$7,000

$259,500

$86,500

$2,810,000

$200,000

$30,000

$10,000

PRO.IICI/COUNIY

DIICRIPIION

Battery Point Lighthouse/Del Norte

S.F. Bay Access/San Francisco, San Mateo Trail alignment and feasibility study, Fort Funston to Milagra Ridge

ED

Millbrae Bayfront Park/San Mateo

Construct a new bayfront park and shoreline access

Beach Boulevard Access/San Mateo

Construct concrete stairway over riprap seawall

Afto Nuevo Barrier-free Access/
San Mateo

Assist with purchase of disabled-access equipment for van operated
byDPR

Marina Dunes Access/Monterey

Acquire 7.13 -acre site for accessway to Monterey Bay shoreline

$100,000

$100,000

Marina Dunes Access Staging/Monterey

Acquire staging area adjoining beach accessway through Marina Dunes

$325,000

$100,000

Del Monte Dunes Option/Monterey

Aquire an option to purchase 36 acres of oceanfront property
on Monterey Bay

$4,500,000

$50,000

Elkhorn Slough Access/ Monterey

Construct barrier-free access trail along shoreline of slough

$140,000

$90,000

Los Angeles Comprehensive Access/L.A.

Construct access facilities at Redondo Beach and Nicholas Canyon
County Park

$1,227,000

$434,000

Long Beach Boardwalk/ Los Angeles

Rehabilitate wooden boardwalk with support walls

$85,000

$55,000

Historic Vessel Access/ Orange

Access improvement and historic vessel mooring in harbor

$1,081,000

$110,000

Swami 's Beach Stairway/ San Diego

Renovate Seaside Gardens Stairway and D Street accessway

$400,000

$160,000

Mission Bay Access/ San Diego

Construct pedestrian bridge with benches, planters, observation areas

$2,316,000

$200,000

Access Signing/ All

Statewide signing for Conservancy Access and other program areas

$200,000

$200,000

Coast Link '90 Literacy Program/ All

Promote ocean and coastal knowledge of schoolchildren

$10,000

$10,000

TOTALS:

Number of projects: 26

$16,977,600

$4,210,500
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Urban Waterfronts Program 1989-90
TOTAL
PRO.IICT
YALUI

ICC fUNDING
AUTHORIZID
IN 1989·90

PROJI!CT/COUNn

DISCRIPIION

Shelter Cove Disposal/ Humboldt

Install fish waste disposal facilities

$58,400

$10,000

Madaket Ferry Restoration/ Humboldt

Restore historic harbor vessel for Maritime Museum

$25,000

$5,544

Point Arena Harbor/ Mendocino

Construct additional improvements to new pier and boat launch

$1,534,500

$26,500

Napa Waterfront Plan/ Napa

Prepare urban waterfront plan to enhance access along Napa River

$60,000

$50,000

Beach Area & Downtown
Waterfront Restoration/ Santa Cruz

Prepare detailed waterfront plan for Beach Street from wharf to
San Lorenzo River and through town to Highway 1

$198,000

$150,000

Kirby Park Access/ Monterey

Access improvements to boat launch, parking, and trail

$100,000

$15,000

Harford Pier Restoration/
San Luis Obispo

Restore pier terminus and historic warehouse structure

$3,005,200

$682,000

Venice Beach/ Los Angeles

Engineering analysis of closed coastal pier

$60,000

$30,000

Manhattan Beach Pier/ Los Angeles

Reconstruct 922 -foot pier for public access

$2,721,400

$1,348,000

Huntington Beach Pier/ Orange

Reconstruct 1,821 -foot pier for public access

$12,741,700

$2,000,000

Local Marine Fisheries Impact Program/
Southern California

Gear storage developments in various harbor locations

$1,000,000

$400,000

TOTALS:

Number of projects: 11

$2 1,504,200

$4 ,717,044

Ea
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Enhancement Program 1 989-90
TOTAL
PROJECT
VALUI

ICC FUNDING
AUTHORIZID
IN 1989·90

Planting, fencing, eradication of non -native species on 13-acre marsh

$26,500

$26,500

Dune Habitat Mitigation Bank/
Humboldt

Protect and enhance 80 acres of rare dune scrub habitat

$42,000

$42,000

Palco Marsh/ Humboldt

Restore 100 acres of salt, brackish, and freshwater marshes, riparian areas $900,000

$900,000

Salt River/Humboldt

Prepare enhancement plan for severely degraded Salt River

$204,000

$100,000

Mattole Estuary / Humboldt

Plan to address problem of declining salmon population in the estuary

$116,000

$50,000

Manila Wetlands/ Humboldt

Prepare enhancement plan for 1.5 -acre marsh on Humboldt Bay

$7,000

$7,000

Sonoma Baylandsj Sonoma

Buy 830 acres for enhancement of diked wetland on S.F. Bay shoreline $1,936,000

$1,900,000

Petaluma Marsh/ Sonoma

Prepare enhancement plan for 200 acres of tidal marsh, riparian corridors

Redwood High School Marsh/ Marin

Enhance 11 -acre salt and brackish marsh

East San Rafael Ponds/ Marin

Improve 9.5 acres offreshwater habitat for shorebirds & waterfowl

San Rafael Canalways/ Marin

PROJICI/COUNTY

DESCRIPTION

Bracut Marsh/ Humboldt

$67,000

$67,000

$176,000

$151,000

$48,000

$40,000

Acquire 83-acre property and prepare management plan

$540,000

$540,000

White Slough/ Solano

Prepare enhancement plan for 228-acre wetland

$100,000

$50,000

Rush Ranch/ Solano

Enhance 2,070 -acre ranch previously acquired with Conservancy funds $2,217,300

$444,100

Alhambra Creek/ Contra Costa

Prepare enhancement plan for flood control & public access along creek

HARD Triangle Marsh/ Alameda

Enhance 7-acre salt marsh on Hayward shoreline

!I ITI Marsh/ San Mateo

$60,000

$50,000

$108,000

$80,000

Enhance 100 acres of salt & freshwater marshes for endangered species $1,360,000

$1,250 ,000

Soquel Creek Lagoon/Santa Cruz

Prepare enhancement plan for 14-acre lagoon

$30,000

$30,000

Pajaro River Lagoon/ Santa Cruz

Prepare enhancement plan for 34-acre lagoon

$75,000

$50,000

Lower Pajaro Corridor/Santa Cruz

Prepare enhancement plan for riparian habitat along 14-mile river corridor $55,000

$40,000

Elkhorn Slough/Monterey

Restore 155-acre Blohm-Porter Marsh

$301,100

$256,100

Salinas River/Monterey

Prepare enhancement plan for lower river corridor and lagoon

$207,000

$80,000

Morro Bay Watershed/San Luis Obispo

Enhance watershed to reduce sedimentation of Morro Bay Wetlands

$737,000

$410,000

Nipomo Dunes/Santa Barbara

Acquire 2,500 acres and prepare management plan

$3,070,000

$2,650,000

Vandenberg Wildlife Ponds/
Santa Barbara

Create 17 acres of freshwater ponds by restoration of sewage
treatment ponds

$476,700

$195,000

Point Sal/Santa Barbara

Plan for enhancement, recreation, management on 785 acres of Point Sal

$50,000

$50,000

Venice Canals/Los Angeles

Prepare enhancement plan to guide restoration of wetlands

$134,200

$67,100

San Joaquin Marsh/Orange

Prepare enhancement plan for 580-acre freshwater marsh

$120,000

$50,000

Famosa Slough/San Diego

Conduct technical studies to prepare enhancement plan for 30-acre slough $59,000

$39,000

Otay River Valley/ San Diego

Prepare enhancement plan for S-mile river valley corridor

$80,000

$80,000

San Elijo Lagoon/ San Diego

Prepare enhancement plan for 600-acre lagoon

$90,000

$90,000

Sensitive Habitat Signing/ All

Develop 6 new interpretive panels for use in central, north coastal areas

$139,100

$7,500

TOTALS:

Number of projects: 31

$13,531,900

$9,792,300
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Acquisition and Restoration Program 1 989-90
IOIAL
PROJICT
VALUI

SCCPUNDING
AUIMORIZID
IN 1989-90

PROJICT/COUNTY

DESCRIPTION

George/ Dell'\orte

Evaluate restoration of 340-acre project to protect sensitive habitat

$35,000

$35,000

Mattole Site Reservation/ Humboldt

Acquire 403 acres for transfer to U .S. Bureau of Land Management

$441 ,500

$441,500

Point Cabrillo Restoration/ Mendocino

Acquire 112 acres, buy options for another 85 acres to implement plan $2,205 ,000

$2 ,205 ,000

Whiskey Shoals/Mendocino

Consolidate 71 vacant lots

$1,600,000

$48,500

Mendocino Coast Botanical Gardens/
Mendocino

Acquire 35 acres to provide resource protection and public access

$2,050,000

$2,000,000

Sea Ranch Transfer/Sonoma

Sale of 30 acres to reimburse cost of Sonoma LCP acquisitions

$900,000

$35,000

Marin Islands/Marin

Purchase of 1 year option to buy 2 islands containing sensitive habitats

$3,400,000

$1

Cullinan Ranch/Solano, Napa

Acquire 1,493-acre ranch fo r transfer to U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service

$6,500,000

$3,600,000

Gorda Restoration/ Monterey

Acquire 24-acre site to protect sensitive habitats, provide public access

$317 ,500

$250,000

Tuna Canyon Acquisition/ Los Angeles

Restoration plan for preservation of riparian canyon

$60,000

$60,000

TOTALS:

Number of projects: 10

$ 17,509,000

$ 8,675,0ll

IOIAL
PROJICT
YAWl

SCCPUNDING
AUIMORIZID
IN 1989-90

$10,000

$10,000

$6,700,000

$5,398,000

Agriculture Program 1 989-90
PROJICT/LOCAnON

DISCRIPTION

Welling Ranch/ Sonoma

Prepare conservation easement appraisal

Cowell Ranch Easements/ San Mateo

Purchase conservation easements to 1,143 acres, acquire 77
acres for public use

Cascade Ranch/ San Mateo

Restore historic farm labor bunkhouse and other improvements

$210,300

$130,300

San Juan Capistrano Agriculture/

Prepare management plan for 1,223 acres of urban agricultural lands

$130,000

$10,000

Floral Trade Center/San Diego

Remodel building for agricultural marketing & support services

$10,900 ,000

$1,200,000

TOTALS:

Number of projects: 5

$ 17 ,950 ,300

$6,748,300

m
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Nonprofit Program 1 989-90

~~~

IOIAL
PRO.IICT
YALUI

SCCFUNDINO
AUIHORIZID
IN 1989·90

PROJICT/COUNTY

DI!SCRIPIION

Bracut Marsh/Humboldt

Enhancement/Redwood Community Action Agency

$26,500

$26,500

Mattole Site Reservation/ Humboldt

Acquisition and restoration/The Nature Conservancy

$441,500

$441,500

Mattole Estuary/Humboldt

Enhancement/Mattole Restoration Council

$116,000

$50,000

Manila Wetlands/Humboldt

Enhancement/Redwood Community Action Agency

$7,000

$7,000

Whiskey Shoals/Mendocino

Acquisition and restorationjSurfrider Foundation

$1,600,000

$48,500

Black Ranch/Sonoma

AccessjCoastwalk

$888,000

$233,000

Sonoma Baylands/Sonoma

Enhancement/Sonoma Land Trust

$1,936,000

$1,900,000

Welling Ranch/Sonoma

Agriculture/Sonoma Land Trust

$10,000

$10,000

Tomales Bay Trailhead/Marin

Access/Point Reyes National Seashore Association

$29,000

$14,500

China Camp TrailjMarin

AccessjMarin Conservation Corps

$100,000

$100,000

Redwood High School Marsh/Marin

Enhancement/Marin Audubon Society

$176,000

$151,000

Cullinan Ranch/Solano, Napa

Acquisition and restoration/Solano County Farmlands and
Open Space Foundation

$6,500,000

$3,600,000

Rush Ranch/Solano

Enhancement/Solano County Farmlands and Open Space Foundation $2,217,300

$444,100

S.F. Bay Access/S.F., Contra Costa

Access/San Francisco Bay Ridge Trail Council

Alcatraz Access/S.F .

Access/Golden Gate National Parks Association

Aiio Nuevo Barrier-free Access/
San Mateo

Access/California State Parks Foundation

Elkhorn Slough Access/Monterey

Access/Elkhorn Slough Foundation

Nipomo Dunes/Santa Barbara

Enhancement/The Nature Conservancy

Vandenberg Wildlife Ponds/
Santa Barabara

Enhancement/ La Purisima Audubon Society

Point Sal Enhancement/
Santa Barbara

$13,500

$7,000

$750,000

$300,000

$30,000

$10,000

$140,000

$90,000

$3,070,000

$2,650,000

$476,000

$195,000

Enhancement/ Land Trust tor Santa Barbara County

$50,000

$50,000

Tuna Canyon Acquisition/L.A.

Acquisition and restoration/ Mountains Restoration Trust

$60,000

$60,000

Sensitive Habitat Signing/All

Enhancement/ East Bay & Los Angeles Conservation Corps

$139,100

$7,500

Coast Link '90 Literacy Program/All

Access/Nautical Heritage Society

$10,000

$10,000

TOTALS:

Number of projects: 23 *

*See Program Area tables for project descriptions.
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$ 18,785,900 $10,405,600

ACCESS

Afio Nuevo Barrier-free Access,
San Mateo County
Baylands Trail,
San Mateo County
Carquinez Shoreline,
Contra Costa County
China Camp Trail,
Marin County
D Street Stairs, Encinitas,
San Diego County
East Beach Bridge,
Santa Barbara County
East Fort Baker,
Marin County
Elk Creek Access,
Del Norte County
Elkhorn Slough
Barrier-free Access,
Monterey County
Isla Vista Stairs,
Santa Barbara County
Marina Dunes Access,
Monterey County
Pacifica Waterfront Park,
San Mateo County
Point Wilson,
Contra Costa County
Sacchi Staging Area, East Bay
Regional Park District,
Contra Costa County
San Leandro Bridge,
Alameda County
Santa Cruz Barrier-free
Beach Access,
Santa Cruz County
Santa Monica Hostel,
Los Angeles County
Tijuana River Visitor Center,
San Diego County
Tomales Bay Trailhead,
Marin County

ACQUISITION &
RESTORATION

Black Ranch,
Sonoma County
Cowell Ranch,
San Mateo County
Cullinan Ranch,
Solano and Napa counties
Gleason's Beach,
Mendocino County
Mendocino Botanical Gardens,
Mendocino County
Nipomo Dunes,
Santa Barbara County
Point Cabrillo,
Mendocino County

Completed Projects
January 1989-June 1990
AGRICULTURE

Floral Trade Center,
San Diego County
ENHANCEMENT

Crescent City Marshes,
Humboldt County
Huntington Wetlands,
Orange County
Laguna Grande/Roberts Lake,
Monterey County
Locke Paddon Park,
Monterey County
Richardson Bay Wildlife Ponds,
Marin County
Sweet Springs Marsh,
San Luis Obispo County

URBAN
WATERFRONTS

Moss Landing South Harbor
Westside Bulkhead,
Monterey County
Shelter Cove Fish
Waste Disposal,
Humboldt County
Surfer's Point at Seaside Park,
Ventura County
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To save coastal communities
from being overwhelmed by
automobile traHic, more
public transit will be
needed. The
Conservancy's
mandate to take positive
steps to solve coastal
problems will enable It to
work with local communities
toward Innovative solutions.
These could Include shuHie
buses, ferries, and short·
distance rail lines.

Public Transit

More public access will be urgently needed, especially for
large metropolitan populations. Unless It Is developed,
conflicts will surface more frequently between
rurol community
Interests and those advocating the right of
the larger public to share In coastal enloyment.

Public Access

The State Coastal Conservancy will emphasize the development
of comprehensive access proleds, such as the San Francisco Bay
Trail, which will provide the greatest possible access while
spreading the cost of operation and maintenance among
several communities and public agencies.

To assure that cost Is no
barrier to access, the
Conservancy will
continue to develop
various prolects that
will serve lower-Income
populations as well as the
larger public, provide more
low-cost accommodations,
Including campgrounds, and
work toward achieving the
goal of a string of hostels
along the entire coast, none
farther than a day's bicycle
ride from another.

Avn iln biIi tt;
Carol Arnold

The negative Impacts of
logging are now the central
environmental Issue on
the North Coast. We will
continue to work with
diverse groups to restore
watersheds and explore new
forest practices that are
compatible with
environmental protection.

Forestry
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Laurel Marcus

Wetlands and wildlife habitat will be Increasingly threatened
by the cumulative Impact of development, competition for
water resources, and possibly also by the potential
Impacts of the greenhouse eHect and resulting sea level
rise. Existing preserves and unprotected open space
may shrink to Islands that are too small to support species
diversity.
The Coastal Conservancy will seek to minimize the Impacts of
population growth and development pressures on habitat by:
• working to protect watersheds, riparian corridors, and river
systems, and recognizing the upstream Impacts on downstream
prolects.
• emphasizing landscape linkages and ecological corridors to
connect habitats, protect movement opportunities, and
Increase range for various species, thereby maintaining
healthy populations and biodiversity and working for
cooperotlon among agencies and lurlsdlctlons within
ecoreglons.

Wetlands
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The agency will continue to
assist local governments,
landowners, and developers
to redesign or resile
Inappropriately
planned subdivisions
and other proposed
or partly built developments
to protect cultural, historic,
and natural resources on the
coast and Improve
public access.

The Coastal Conservancy will
try to extend Its work with
lolnt powers agencies,
resource conservation
districts and other
trans-boundary Instruments to
facilitate a regional approach
to coastal problems.

Nezu Links

Restoration

Coastal-dependent activities,
especially commercial fishing,
are fighting to survive amid
other claims for
waterfront sites that
they use for docking,
processing, and gear storage.
To help them prosper remains
a high priority for the
Conservancy.

Fishing

Waterfronts that were
derelict 20 years ago are
now widely viewed as
economic and social assets.
Many Callfomla coastal cities
are small but are
sublect to growing
develop111ent
pressures. The Coastal
Conservancy will continue to
help cities with prolects that
assure that waterfronts will
be developed In keeping with
regional and statewide public
Interests. The goal Is to
enable coastal cities to
prosper while maintaining
their way of life and the
historic character that makes
them so attractive to visitors.

Wn terfron ts
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The United States' ocean boundaries were extended to 200
miles beyond the tidelands when President Reagan proclaimed
a new Exclusive Economic Zone In 1983. No
clear policy has yet been established for the
governance of this zone, along with the I 2-mlle
and 3·mlle zones. The evolution of this policy will be of great
Interest to the state of California, and the Coastal Conservancy
expects to play a part In It as a participant In California's
Ocean Resources Management Task Force. We will seek better
ways to conserve the resources of the underwater coast and
offshore waters, diminish pollution, and safeguard the riches
of the ocean for future generations of our own and other
species.

Ocean Policy
Coastal farming, although
highly productive, Is
Increasingly hard pressed In
many areas by urban
development and competition
for water supplies. At the
same time, the already
sizable market
cr Cl 1
for hlgh·quallty
c'l
farm products
can be expeded to continue
to expand. The Coastal
Conservancy will stimulate
Innovative prolects that will
enable farmers to continue
farming within Increasingly
urbanized areas, thereby
serving their entire regions
and providing scenic open
space for the public.

A ri
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Annual Report. 1979-1990.
California Coast & Ocean
(formerly California Waterfront Age). Quarterly magazine.
Published in association with
the Romberg Tiburon Centers,
San Francisco State University.
1985-present.
The California State Coastal
Conservancy. 1986. 29 pp.

Selected Publications
1979-1990
The Coastal Wetlands of San
Diego County. By Laurel
Marcus. 1989. 64 pp.
Commercial Fishing Facilities in
California. By Jacqueline
Bernier. 1984. 71 pp.
Construction and Maintenance
Costs for Coastal Accessways: An
Evaluation for the State Coastal
Conservancy. By John Maciuika.
1990. 12 pp.
Evaluation of Agricultural
Land Trusts. By Don Coppock
and Lisa Ames. 1989. 86 pp.
Groundwork: A Handbook for
Erosion Control in North
Coastal California. By Liza
Prunuske. 1987. 60 pp.
A Guide to California's Public
Piers. 1990.28 pp.
A Guide to Public Financing for
Waterfront Restoration. 1990.
76 pp.
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Implementing Mitigation Policies in San Francisco Bay: A
Critique. By Wendy Eliot.
1985.45 pp.

Limitations on Liability for
Nonprofits. (Technical Bulletin
No. 1989-2). By Nancy Taylor
and Glenn Alex. 1989. 17 pp.
Nonprofit Accounting Procedures (Technical Bulletin No.
1989-2). By Joshua Boneh.
1989.27 pp.
The Nonprofit Primer: A Guidebook for Land Trusts (revised
edition). Edited by Don
Coppock, Yolanda Henderson,
Reed Holderman, and Jenifer
Segar. 1989.260 pp.
A Pocket Guide to Los Angeles
Area Beaches. 1989. 28 pp.
Public Beaches: An Owners'
Manual. By Thomas Mikkelsen
and Donald B. Neuwirth. Published in association with Western Heritage Press. 1987. 153
pp.
The Urban Edge: Where the Cit)
Meets the Sea. Edited by Joseph
E. Petrillo and Peter Grenell.
Published in association with
William Kaufmann Inc., Los
Altos. 1985. 108 pp.

A Wheelchair Rider's Guide:
San Francisco Bay and Nearby
Shorelines. By Erick Mikiten.
1990. 112 pp.
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